A Partnership "Made for More"

Michigan Tech and General Motors share a long-standing partnership dating back to at least 1940, supporting a wide range of activities across campus including scholarships, Senior Design and Enterprise programs, student organizations, sponsored research, recruiting support, youth programs, diversity initiatives and more.

Sweeping Success: Detroit-Area Industry Alumni Connect to Curl

Winter Carnival curling competition begins January 27, but lower Michigan alumni gathered at Detroit Curling Club aren’t waiting to celebrate tradition and fuel Husky pride.


Mobility is the movement of people, goods and information. In terms of autonomous vehicles, mobility includes everything from the roads to the dashboard to the engine to the LIDAR sensors.
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Michigan Tech’s campus beautification continues with the construction of a clock tower to begin spring 2018, located in the heart of campus between the Memorial Union and the MEEM buildings. The Alumni Way project incorporates benches and pavers surrounding the tower to provide a community gathering place for Michigan Tech Huskies.

The clock tower is part of a generous gift from Bill and Ilene Bernard and their family. Bernard received his bachelor’s in metallurgical engineering in 1969. He is the CEO and Chairman of Surface Combustion, Inc., a leading manufacturer of thermal processing equipment, headquartered in Maumee, OH.

Internship and Research Funding at Small Michigan Companies has Lasting Economic Impact

MCRN, who’s $1.4 million grant through the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC) was just renewed, provides access to talent and research for companies in the state of Michigan through Michigan public universities.
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